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Overview and Introduction 

 JLab Polarized 3He Target System  
and Physics Program 



 JLab polarized 3He target (1998 – Now  + Future)

 

ü longitudinal,  
   transverse and vertical 

ü Luminosity=1036 (1/s) 
   (highest in the world) 

ü High in-beam polarization 
   60% 

ü Effective polarized  
    neutron target 
 
ü 13 completed experiments 
  7+2 approved @12 GeV (A/C) 

P = 40-60% 

I =12-15 uA 



Polarized	  3He	  Target	  

ü  	  3𝐻𝑒 	  as	  an	  effec)ve	  polarized	  neutron	  target.	  

•  Neutron	  decay	  )me	  ~	  15	  mins	  (no	  free	  neutron	  target).	  

•  Deuteron	  (1p+1n	  à	  uncertainty	  comes	  from	  extrac)ng	  n	  and	  there	  is	  more	  than	  

50%	  contribu)on	  from	  p).	  
3He	  wavefunc)on	  =	  

4	  
S-‐wave	  90%	   S’-‐wave	  1.5%	   D-‐wave	  8%	  

3He	   ~	  

Slide from Nguyen Ton 



JLab Polarized 3He (n) Physics Program 
•  Neutron Spin Structure 
      Valance quark: A1n, E99-117 
      GDH sum rule: E94-010, E97-110 
      Quark-hadron duality: E01-012 
      Higher-twist, g2/d2: E97-103, E06-014 
      

•  Single Target Spin Asymmetries  
     Transversity and TMDs: E06-010 
     2-γ exchange, Inclusive Ay:  E05-015, E07-013 
 

•  3He Spin/Wave Function Study 
     Ax/Az in QE: E05-102;        Ay in QE: E08-005 
 

•  From Factors 
     GMn: E95-001;                       GEn: E02-013  

Reviews: 
   Sebastian, Chen, Leader,   
      PPNP  63 (2009) 1; 
  J. P. Chen, IJMPE 19 (2010) 1893 



Highlights of JLab Neutron Spin Study   
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•  GDH sum rule: test χPT,  
        study transition region 
•  Valence quark: pQCD vs non-pQCD  
•  Transversity and TMDs: 3-d 

χPT 

GDH 



Polarized 3He 
 

•  Polarized atomic electrons, then spin exchange with 3He nuclei 
    Issue: ground state, two electrons (full shell), 
              opposite spin, can not be polarized  (exclusion principle) 
 
•  Solutions: 
      1)  Alkali (Rb) Optical Pumping Spin Exchange 
      2)  Meta-stability Exchange Optical Pumping 
             



History/Progress in Polarized 3He 
•  Spin-Exchange Optical Pumping 
      1960: Bouchiat/Carver/Varnum (Princeton), PRL 5, 373 (1960) 
          2.8 atm 3He, optically pumped 0.001 mm partial pressure of Rb,  P=0.01% 
      

    Now:  10 atm 3He, Rb-K optical pumping, P > 70%   (JLab/UVa/W&M…) 

•  Meta-stability Exchange Optical Pumping 
     1963: Colegrove/Schearer/Walters (Texas Instruments), PR, 132, 2561 (1963) 
              ~0.001 atm 3He, achieved ~40% polarization 
 
 
   
     Now:  ~1 atm 3He, mass production with MEOP, P > 70%  (Mainz) 



Spin exchange Optical Pumping for 3He  



JLab Polarized 3He Target: 

Progress and Performance 
 

https://hallaweb.jlab.org/wiki/index.php/Hall_A_He3_Polarized_Target 
http://hallaweb.jlab.org/equipment/targets/polhe3/polhe3_tgt.html 
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ü longitudinal,  
   transverse and vertical 

ü Luminosity=1036 (1/s) 
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People 

•  Collaboration: Caltech (E. Hughes), JLab (J. P. Chen), Kentucky (W. Korsch), MIT/Duke 
(H. Gao), Temple (Z. Meziani), Princeton/UVa (G. Cates), W&M (T. Averett)

•  Students and postdocs, who have been doing most of the work at JLab
       25+ PhD students, 7+ postdocs, 10+ undergraduates and 3 high school students
        at this conferences (A. Deur, J. Huang, K. Slifer, N. Ton, Z. Zhao, … )

 

Kai Jin (UVa) 
Nguyen Ton (UVa) 



Polarized 3He Set-up in Target Lab 



Polarized 3He Set-up in Hall A 



Polarized 3He Target Setup  
Three sets of Helmholtz coils to provide polarization in 3-d  

Figure 3: 3 couples of Helmholtz coils for holding field. They
are mutually orthogonal so as to form a holding field in any
given direction in 3-D space. Radii of the horizontal small
coils (blue), horizontal large coils (green), and vertical coils
(red) are 0.667m, 0.758m, and 0.946m, respectively.

the dilution of other nuclei in the sealed 3He cell
can be calculated.
The target ladder shown in Fig. 2 was installed

beneath the oven. The description of cooling jet is
still missing here.

2.2. Helmholtz coils for holding field

As the studied physics are different, the different
polarized nuclear experiments require different po-
larization direction. For the polarized 3He target,
as its polarization direction can only be parallel or
anti-parallel to holding field, it is necessary to have
a holding field with tunable directions. In Jefferson
Lab, In the early stage 2 couples of Helmholtz coils
that were mutually orthogonal were used to supply
a holding field in any given direction in the horizon-
tal plane. Since the E06-010 experiment in 2008, a
new couple of Helmholtz coils were added in order
to obtain a holding field in the vertical direction.
Fig. 3 shows the 3 couples of Helmholtz coils.
Each couple of the coils are separately powered

by an independent power supplies 1 so that the
combined field of all the coils can be flexible on
both direction and amplitude. For each couple of
coils, there is a current meter (Fluke 45) to measure
the current in it. Being precisely calibrated by the
NMR frequency sweep signals or EPR signals, the
measured values are used to calculate the total field

1For small and large Helmholtz coils, they are powered
by 2 Kepco BOP 36-12D power supplies while for vertical
Helmholtz coils it is powered by Agilent 6675A power supply.

strength, which is of 25 Gauss as a typical value,
with a uncertainty of 0.5%. Furthermore, for each
couple of coils the power supply is controlled by a
function generator (DS345), by which the current of
coils can be changed continuously with a constant
speed. It is crucial for achieving AFP condition
in the NMR polarimetry using field sweep method.
The three function generators communicate with
the same computer, which makes the 3 couples of
coils cooperate.

Although the holding field can point to any az-
imuthal direction, in most of the experiments there
were three directions used, which are longitudinal,
transverse, and vertical. The longitudinal direction
is defined as a direction parallel or anti-parallel to
the direction of electron beam. The transverse di-
rection is defined as a direction perpendicular to the
beam direction in the horizontal plane, including
leftward and the rightward. The vertical direction
is defined as a direction perpendicular to the hori-
zontal plane, including upward and downward. The
field direction, which is determined by the currents
of the coils, is calibrated by two different compasses,
with a precision of better than 0.5◦. The first com-
pass is used for longitudinal and transverse direc-
tion and is made of a 40-centimeters-long iron bar.
The bar was supported by an aluminum frame and
can rotate freely in the horizontal plane. During a
calibration, the compass is put in the position where
the target chamber of the 3He cell should be. With
the Helmholtz coils turned on, the pose of the bar
is measured carefully by the survey group in Jef-
ferson Lab. The second compass is for field in the
vertical direction. Its core is a magnetic cylinder
floating in an nitrogen flow, attached with a opti-
cal encoder. The nitrogen flow is carefully tuned,
blowing from evenly distributed holes in the edge of
the bottom plate of the compass, eventually make
the cylindrical magnet floating in the air. As the
magnetization direction of the magnet is perpen-
dicular to its axial direction, when floating it can
rotate freely to the pose in which its magnetiza-
tion direction is anti-parallel to the direction of the
holding field. As the pose is read from the optical
encoder with a precision of 0.1◦, the holding field
direction is measured in a vertical plane. The cal-
ibrations were done under different field strengths
and directions and a numerical model was built to
obtain the relationship between the field direction
and the currents in coils in a wide range covering
various conditions in experiments.

Another item of the holding field in concern is
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Laser Optics  

•  Three-five 30 watts diode lasers per polarization direction 
•  Local laser hut à long optical fiber to transport to the experimental 

hall 
•  5-to-1 combiner 
•  Improvement with  
    narrow-width lasers 

its uniformity. To maintain a polarized 3He target
with high performance, the gradient of the holding
field should be small enough to reduce both the
AFP loss and the spin relaxation due to the thermal
motion of helium-3 atoms in a nonuniform magnetic
field. On the other hand, it is observed that a small
field gradient is necessary to suppress the masing
effect. To make the field gradient in a satisfied level,
two pairs of gradient coils are attached on both the
horizontal small and large coils. The gradient coils
are a pair of anti-Helmholtz coils. Based on the field
mapping data and numerical analysis, the currents
in the gradient coils are set to keep the field gradient
in a level of 15 mGauss/cm.

2.3. Laser and optics for pumping

Circularly polarized laser with sufficient large
power is the base of a polarized helium-3 target
with high performance. In JLab the helium-3 cell
is polarized in-situ mode, only in which can a
high performance be maintained for a several-days
long continual running. In the past all the po-
larized helium-3 experiments in JLab used the co-
herent FAP (Fiber Array Package) systems as the
pumping source, whose spectral width ∆ν was of
2nm. Starting from E06-010 in 2008, the FAP
lasers were replaced by Newport/Spectra-Physics
COMET lasers. The new laser employed a volume
Bragg gratings coupled directly to the output of the
laser diode bars. As a result, the spectral width
∆ν of the output laser beam was narrowed down to
∼ 0.2nm for 90% of the total power, which signifi-
cantly improved the absorption of the light by ru-
bidium atoms, and consequently enhanced the po-
larizing rate of the helium-3 gas. Coming with the
narrower spectral width, it was more important to
make the central wavelength of the laser match the
absorption peak of rubidium. In JLab, the central
wavelength was fine tuned by adjusting the diode
temperature for each laser.
All of lasers used in an experiment were located

in an interlocked room outside the experimental
hall, in the considerations of laser safety, radiation
screening, and ease of maintenance. So for each
laser, a 75-meters long fiber was used to connect the
laser diode to the target setup in the hall. A nor-
mal power loss due to this long fiber is around 6%.
The typical power demand of pumping a helium-3
cell is 75 watts, while single COMET laser can only
supply about 27 watts in maximum. Thus in the
experiment hall a 5-to-1 fiber combiner was used to
combine the 3 output fibers from 3 COMET lasers

Figure 4: Schematic view of the optics setup for vertical
pumping

into one fiber, which was connect to the target op-
tics setup.

As the polarization direction of the target varies
among longitudinal, horizontal transverse, and ver-
tical for different experiments, the optics is also re-
quested to deliver the pumping light in the three
directions. In JLab for each of the 3 pumping di-
rections there is one set of optics. The 3 sets are
similar. Fig. 4 shows the set for vertical pumping.
The combined unpolarized light is focused by a cou-
ple of convex lenses to get a proper size of the light
spot, which will be discussed later. Then the light is
split and linearly polarized by a beam splitting po-
larizing cube (BSPC). The majority of the P-wave
component, whose polarization is parallel to the re-
flection plane of the cube, passes through the cube.
Then the linearly polarized light passes through a
quarter-wave plate, whose light axis differs from the
polarization direction of the light for 45 degrees.
Thus after the quarter-wave plate the light is turned
into circularly polarized. The S-wave component,
whose polarization is perpendicular to the cube re-
flecting plane, mixed with a tiny part of P-wave
component, is reflected by the cube. Then light is
reflected by a polarization reserving mirror to pass
twice through a quarter-wave plate positioned be-
tween the cube and this mirror. The quarter-wave
plate between the cube and this mirror is tuned so
that the light axis is also 45 degrees off the polariza-
tion direction of the light going out from the cube.
As the light passing through the quarter-wave plate
twice, its polarization is still linearly but twisted for
90 degrees. Therefore when the light goes into the
cube again, it has been turned into P-wave which
can pass though the cube. Now the two lines of
laser are all linearly polarized in the same direc-
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Target Cell / Field Uniformity 

 Double-chamber 
      Target chamber: 

  40 cm long,  ~2 cm diametter 
              thin (0.1mm)  windows, thick wall (~1mm)  
      Pumping chamber:   
           2.5” diameter sphere for early experiments 
           3.5” for GEn 
           3.0” for transversity series  

   Uniform field region: 10-3 level 
     gradient: < 30 mg/cm  

          
    All three coils have been mapped,  
   well studied 



Helmholtz, RF and Pick-up coils 

Circular Polarized 
Rb Laser 

3He 

 
r
BHold

RF

Pick-up
coils



Polarimetry  

•  Two methods: NMR and EPR, precision 2-3% 
•  NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance) 

•  RF field   
•  AFP (adiabatic fast passage) sweep through resonance when 
     target spin flips, induced signal through pickup coils 
•  Needs calibration from a known (water calibration) 

•  EPR (electron-paramagnetic resonance) 
•  Rb energy level splitting (D2 light) corresponding to main field +/- a small field 

due to 3He polarization 
•  Using AFP to flip 3He spin.   Frequency difference of lights emitted proportional 

to 3He polarization 
•  No calibration needed 

•  Cross checking with elastic asymmetry measurements 



EPR and Water NMR 

EPR 

Water     NMR 



Fast Spin-Flip 

•  Single target spin symmetry measurements requires fast 
spin flip to reduce spin-state-correlated systematic effects 

•  Using AFP flip target spin every ~20 minutes 
•  Added bonus:  free polarimetry with each flip! 

•  Due to AFP loss, equilibrium polarization is ~5% (relative) 
lower  
•  depends on AFP loss, spin-up time and flip frequency 

•  Can also be done with field rotation  
•  tested to flip every 1 minute with negligible loss 



Progress with Polarized 3He 

•  Initial polarized 3He, 40 years ago 
             ρ ~ 0.1 amg, P <1%  
•  SLAC E142/E154 (1990s) 
             ρ ~ 10 amg, P~ 30%,  L~ 1035 cm-2s-1 

•  JLab (1998-2008)  
             ρ ~ 10 amg, L ~ 1036 cm-2s-1  
           Initially P~35%, improved to ~ 60% in-beam          
•  JLab Future (2016+): improve luminosity by a factor of 6-8 
                                      in two stages 



Figure-of-Merit History for High Luminosity Polarized 3He  



Hybrid (Rb/K Mixing) Optical Pumping  

Rb K 

K Rb 

K 3He 

K 3He 



Narrow Width Lasers 

With narrow-width lasers, polarizations > 70% 
 
                             Left:  Blue is current lasers, Red is Comet laser   
                                      Right:  Absorption spectrum of Rb 



	  	  	  	  	  Target	  Performance	  During	  Transversity	  (2008)	  
�  Both	  EPR/NMR	  analysis	  
�  Polarization	  reach	  over	  70%	  in	  pumping	  chamber	  without	  beam	  (over	  65%	  with	  beam)	  
�  Target	  chamber	  in-‐beam	  polarization	  reached	  over	  60%	  with	  12-‐15	  µA	  beam	  and	  20	  minute	  

spin	  flip	  (over	  65%	  without	  beam),	  average	  ~55%.	  	  	  



Future Polarized 3He (n) Physics Program 
•  Neutron Spin Structure 
      A1n in Hall C and Hall A 
      d2n in Hall C 
      requires stage-1 upgrade (FOM improve by a factor of 2-3) 
      

•  From Factors 
     GEn with SBS  
     requires stage-2 upgrade (FOM improve by a factor of 6-8) 
 

•  Single Target Spin Asymmetries (stage-2 + special requirements) 
     Transversity with SBS 
         

•  Transversity/TMDs with SoLID  (achieved performance ok) 
   Transverse pol 3He 
   Longitudinal pol 3He 
   2 Run-group: di-hadron, inclusive A_y 



Update on Polarized He3 Target 
Stage I: 
 

30 uA on 40 cm,  
L ~ 2.2x1036 cm-2s-1  
In-beam polarization 60% 
 

Glass cell, convection flow, 
  pumping chamber 3.5”  
 

Polarimetry ~ aim for 3% 
   Pulse NMR/AFP NMR    
   calibrated with EPR  
   and water (optional) 
   κ0 measurement (UVa/W&M) 
 

Hall A/C compatible  
  significant engineering 
  needed to fit into Hall C 
 

Experiments:  
   A1n in Hall C and A 
   d2n in Hall C 

Stage II: 
 

60 uA on 60 cm  
   L ~ 6.6x1036 cm-2s-1  
In-beam polarization ~60% 
 
Glass cell metal windows (UVa) 
  convection flow 
  pumping chamber 4.4” sphere 
  two-side pumping 
   
Polarimetry ~  3% 
 
Large gradient from SBB fringe 

field : Magnet shield box:  
 
Experiments:  
  GEn in Hall A  
    



Stage I Progress Summary 
Engineering/Design:  Mostly complete 
      pivot area modification: complete  
       laser/optics line and platform design: complete 
       oven: ordered  
       target ladder design: complete  
       field gradients at target area: study on-going  

Target cells 
      prototyping convection flow cell extensively tested,  
             convection speed study 
             improved heating system: foil heater instead of mini-oven 
             AFP lose study 
      cell design finalized,  
      cell production started (Princeton /UVa) 
Lasers/optical fibers/He3:  delivered  
Polarimetry:  
         pulse NMR study and calibration (N. Ton’s talk) 
         absolute calibration with EPR study 
         κ0 measurement (UVa/W&M) in progress 
 
 NMR mV
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Polarized 3He in Hall C 



Stage II Upgrade Status 
   
Approaches:        
      Re-use existing Helmholtz coils, a new  
      shielding box to shield SBS fringing field 
      Convection flow  
      Target cell,  pumping chamber size 4.2”  
        metal end-windows for target chamber 
 

      Two-side optical pumping 
 
 
 
Status: 
      Conceptual Design Complete  
      Mechanical design started 
      New optical fibers delivered, started to order lasers/He3 gas 
      Metal window R&D on-gong at UVa 
      Two-side optical pumping tested 
 



Summary 

•  Polarized 3He target: heart for neutron spin structure study   

•  JLab polarized 3He program: highlights 
         Valence spin structure 
         Sum rules 
         Transversity/TMDs 
         …. 
  
•  Target progress 
         In-beam polarization:  30% à 60-65% 
         Highest polarized luminosity: 1036  
         3-d polarization direction, fast spin-flip  
 
•   Future JLab polarized 3He:  
         Physics program requires a factor of 6-8 improvement in luminosity (FOM) 
         2-stage upgrade on-going     


